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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Kerchief
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.07.0261

Title: Kerchief

Date: n.d.

Material: fabric

Dimensions: 58.0 x 56.0 cm

Description: A blue, square, silk kerchief with pink, red, green and white paisley and
rose designs. Small tag on the top right corner reads “A Burmel
ORIGINAL all silk Hand Rolled MADE IN JAPAN”

Subject: Whyte home

accessories

fashion

style

travel

souvenir

kerchief
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headkerchief

CRW

closet

dressing room

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.07.0261
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Kerchief
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.07.0267

Title: Kerchief

Date: n.d.

Material: fabric

Dimensions: 68.0 x 67.0 cm

Description: A large, square kerchief with silky fabric and a depiction of four horses, 3
of which are being ridden by men, and the other does not have a rider on
it, but is dressed in a saddle and bridle. The three men that are on the
three horses are jumping them over a brown bank with a dead tree and a
lampost or flag beside it. The print is repeated on both the top and
bottom of the kerchief, however the top is upside down as the kerchief is
meant to be folded.
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.07.0267
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Kerchief
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1040

Title: Kerchief

Date: 1950 – 1970

Material: fibre

Dimensions: 70.0 x 70.0 cm

Description: A light blue head square. One quadrant has a very colourful picture of a
moose surrounded by bushes and brown humps. The background has
brown hills with very colourful foliage. Below the picture in red is: "Field,
B.C." Small tag stitched to hem: "Made in Japan"

Subject: souvenir

Field, B.C.

Credit: Gift of Chui Mei Yee, Calgary, 1995

Catalogue Number: 103.04.1040
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